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Abstract: Fraud is increasing dramatically with the expansion of all modern technology and global communication systems, resulting in extreme loss to the businesses. Hence, fraud detection has become an important issue to be explored. Fraud detection involves identifying fraud as quickly as possible once it has been perpetrated. Insurance fraud is a criminal offence where one engages in the illicit act of intentionally falsifying a claim in an attempt to defraud an insurance company with the expectation of receiving income when not entitled to payment from the benefits being sought. The hybrid model proposed in this paper uses K-means clustering and SVM classification. K-means clustering (unsupervised technique) provides a simple and easy way to classify a given dataset. Support Vector Machines (supervised machine learning algorithm) is used for classification. Both advantages of these supervised and unsupervised techniques are utilized to detect the fraud. The proposed hybrid model enables data analysts to explore large databases quickly and efficiently.
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I. Introduction
Insurance fraud spreads quickly in the domestic and foreign field. Hence we need more efficient and accurate technology to insurance fraud. Fraud involves intentional deception or misrepresentation intended to result in an unauthorized benefit. It is shocking because the incidence of insurance fraud keeps increasing every year. In order to detect and avoid the fraud, data mining techniques are applied. This includes some preliminary knowledge of Insurance system and its fraudulent behaviors, analysis of the characteristics of insurance data. Data mining which is divided into two learning techniques supervised and unsupervised is employed to detect fraudulent claims. But, since each of the above techniques has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, by combining the advantages of both the techniques, a hybrid approach for detecting fraudulent claims in insurance industry is proposed. This technique will have low time complexity, high recognition rate and high accuracy for benefit of better future.

The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) in paper [5] defined fraud as “the use of one’s occupation for personal enrichment through the deliberate misuse or application of the employing organization’s resources or assets. In the technological systems, fraudulent activities have occurred in many areas of daily life such as telecommunication networks, mobile communications, on-line banking, and Ecommerce.

The development of new fraud detection methods is made more difficult due to the severe limitation of the exchange of ideas in fraud detection. Data sets are not made available and results are often not disclosed to the public. According to a recent survey in paper [1], it is estimated that the number of false claims is greater when considered to total claims in industry. So, to make insurance industry free from fraud, it is necessary to focus on elimination or minimization of fake claims arriving through insurance.

II. Literature Survey
2.1 Data Mining Approaches
The below mentioned are some of approaches applied for different fraud in insurance systems, credit card fraud and telecommunication frauds.

- **Anomaly Detection:**
  It calculates the probability of each claim to be fraudulent by examining the previous insurance claims. The analysts further investigate the cases that have been flagged by data mining model.

- **K-Means Algorithm:**
  It takes the parameter k as input, and divides a set of n objects into k clusters such that the resulting intra-cluster similarity is high while the inter-cluster similarity is low. It predefines the number of clusters. This becomes the drawback for clustering new incoming objects since there would be fixed number of clusters.

- **Outlier Detection:**
  A baseline of the unusual behavior of usage of service for policyholder is established. Any deviation from this baseline indicates an outlier. It generally results from clustering.
• **Support Vector Machines:**
  SVM is fundamentally a classification technique. The system is trained to determine a decision boundary between classes of “legitimate” and “fraudulent” claims. Then each claim is compared with that decision boundary and is placed into either of two classes.

• **Non-Negative Matrix Factorization:**
  It is a technique for clustering particular attribute into several clusters according to usage by different policyholder.

2.2 Cluster Analysis

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method unlike the classification method which is generally viewed as a supervised learning technique. It is the process of making a group of abstract objects into classes of similar objects. As a data mining function, cluster analysis serves as a tool to gain insight into the distribution of data to observe characteristics of each cluster. Suppose we are given a database of ‘n’ objects and the partitioning method constructs ‘k’ partition of data. Each partition will represent a cluster and k ≤ n. It means that it will classify the data into k groups, which satisfy the following requirements. One is that each group contains at least one object and second is that each object must belong to exactly one group.

III. Proposed work

3.1 Problem Definition

Given a set of records, the main problem is to correctly classify the fraudulent and legitimate records. Hence when supervised techniques are used, they have training dataset where it cannot classify claims of policyholder whether true or false correctly. In case of unsupervised techniques it doesn’t have class labels and training set, hence correct classification is not achieved. Hence both techniques suffered disadvantages in their methodology.

3.2 Proposed Approach

3.2.1 Supervised Learning:

Supervised Methods uses pre-defined class labels. In the context of insurance fraud detection the class labels are “legitimate” and “fraudulent” claims. The training dataset is used to build the proposed model. Any new claim can be compared with the already trained model to predict its class.

3.2.2 Unsupervised Learning:

Unsupervised learning has no class labels. It focuses on finding those instances which show unusual behavior. It can discover both old and new types of fraud since they are not restricted to the fraud patterns which already have pre-defined class labels like supervised learning techniques do.

3.2.3 Hybrid Model:

The proposed hybrid model for detecting insurance frauds is built using both supervised and unsupervised techniques. For this, chosen methods are as follows:-
1. K-Means Clustering Method

IV. Detailed methodology

4.1 K-means Clustering

It is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms for clustering problem. It follows a way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each cluster.

These centroids should be placed in a cunning way because of different location causes different result. So, the better choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other. The next step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early group age is done. At this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids as bar centers of the clusters resulting from the previous step. After we have these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids change their location step by step until no more changes are done. In other words centroids do not move any more.

The algorithm is stated as follows. Our starting point is a large set of data entries and a k, defining the number of centers.

1 – The first step is to choose randomly k of our points as partition centers.
Next, we compute the distance between every data point on the set and those centers and store that information.

Supported by the last step calculations, we assign each point to the nearest cluster center. Thus, we get the minimum distance calculated for each point, and we add that point to the specific partition set.

Update cluster center positions.

If the cluster centers change, repeat the process from 2.

4.2 Support Vector Machines

“Support Vector Machine” (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification and regression challenges. However, it is mostly used in classification problems. In this algorithm, we plot each data item as a point in n-dimensional space (where n is number of features) with the value of each feature being the value of a particular coordinate. Then, we perform classification by finding the hyper-plane that differentiates the two classes very well.

Support Vectors are simply the co-ordinates of individual observation. Support Vector Machine is a frontier which best segregates the two classes (hyper-plane/ line). For this need is to remember a thumb rule to identify the right hyper-plane: “Select the hyper-plane which segregates the two classes better”. SVM has a feature to ignore outliers and find the hyper-plane that has maximum margin. Hence, we can say, SVM is robust to outliers. In SVM, it is easy to have a linear hyper-plane between these two classes. For adding this feature, SVM has a technique called the kernel trick. These are functions which takes low dimensional input space and transform it to a higher dimensional space i.e. it converts not separable problem to separable problem, these functions are called kernels. It is mostly useful in non-linear separation problem. It does some extremely complex data transformations and works really well with clear margin of separation and it is effective in high dimensional spaces.

It is effective in cases where number of dimensions is greater than the number of samples. It uses a subset of training points in the decision function (called support vectors), so it is also memory efficient. The classifier that is created by this module is useful for predicting between two possible outcomes that depend on continuous or categorical predictor variables.

For working of SVM there are two steps which designed.

1) Training (Preprocessing Step):
   - Define two class labels as legitimate or fraudulent.
   - Classify claims into two classes using the training data set.
   - Choose support vectors and find the maximum marginal hyper plane that separates the claims into two classes.

2) Classification:
   - Identify the new incoming claims into either legitimate or fraudulent class.

Given a set of training examples labeled as belonging to one of two classes, the SVM algorithm assigns new examples into one category or the other. The examples are represented as points in space, and they are mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the gap they fall on.

The feature space that contains the training examples is sometimes called a hyperplane, and it may have many dimensions. Support vector machines are among the earliest of machine learning algorithms, and SVM models have been used in many applications, from information retrieval to text and image classification.
V. Hybrid Model

Figure 5: Block Diagram for Hybrid Model Designed

Classes are meaningful to humans and it can be easily used for pattern classification and hence a claim will be classified as a legitimate claim if it follows a similar pattern to the legitimate behavior else it will be classified as an illegitimate.

Advantage provided by unsupervised technique is that it aims to detect anything which does not abide by the normal behavior. Lack of direction, hence it can find patterns that have not been noticed previously. Hence by combining the advantages of both the techniques, a hybrid approach for detecting fraudulent claims in an insurance industry is proposed.

VI. Implementation

6.1 Construction of Dataset

Insurance Data is collected from well known reputed company containing the details of policy holders. Using the data, detailed simplified dataset is manually prepared by careful selection of attributes. A proper dataset consisting of 1000 records is been constructed.

Data preprocessing is done, by considering only the attributes necessary for fraud detection. Once preprocessed data is available, further step is conversion of text data to numeric data. First step is clustering process, hence for Kmeans clustering the dataset (numeric dataset) will be given as the input. Hence for conversion, SPSS tool is used.

6.2 SPSS

SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) has now been in development for more than thirty years. It provides extensive data management functions, along with a complex and powerful programming language. It uses both a graphical and a syntactical interface. It provides dozens of functions for managing, analyzing, and presenting data. The data used can be ranging from simple integers or binary variables to multiple response or logarithmic variables. It consists of three windows:
I. Data Editor
II. Viewer or Draft Viewer which displays the output files
III. Syntax Editor, which displays syntax files

**Data View window**, which displays data from the active file in spreadsheet format.

**Variable View window**, which displays metadata or information about the data in the active file, such as variable names and labels, value labels, formats, and missing value indicators.

### 6.3 Data conversion

The whole text data is converted to numeric values. Mostly data consists of categorical data, hence values are assigned for each value of different attribute so as to get a proper numeric dataset for Kmeans implementation. Later the same will be useful for support vector machines. This will prove efficient while dealing with classification.

![Numeric Dataset](image)

**Figure 6.3**: Numeric Dataset

### 6.4 Kmeans Clustering

In this scheme the input data is classified into specified number of groups. It is unsupervised learning approach used when there is no prior knowledge about particular class of observations in a dataset. This scheme classifies n data points into pre-specified k clusters. The data will be grouped into k-clusters according similarities among the cluster.

In first step k-clusters need to be defined. In second step randomly centroid for each cluster will be choose. Centroid of particular cluster means mean value of that cluster. In third step distance of data from centroid of each cluster need to be computed.

Data will be grouped into particular cluster, according to minimum distance of data from centroid of cluster. Next time again centroid will be recomputed for each cluster because different values come in cluster. These steps will be repeated until there is no change in the output. Following is the flowchart designed for Kmeans clustering.

![Flowchart for Kmeans Clustering](image)

**Figure 6.4**: Flowchart for Kmeans Clustering
6.5 Support Vector Machines

Different linear SVM classifier on a 2D projection of the dataset is proposed. We only consider the features of this dataset. The objective of a Linear SVC (Support Vector Classifier) is to fit to the data you provide, returning a “best fit” hyperplane that divides, or categorizes, the data. From there, after getting the hyperplane, we then feed some features to our classifier to see what the "predicted" class is. This makes this specific algorithm rather suitable for our uses.

Different packages need to be installed like Numpy, Pandas, Sklearn, SVM and Matplotlib. Pandas package is required for data analysis. In the process of modeling logistic regression classifier, first we are going to load the dataset (CSV format) into pandas data frame and then we play around with the loaded dataset.

Numpy package is for performing the numerical calculation. Plotly package for visualizing the data set for better understanding. Matplotlib here is not truly necessary for Linear SVC. The reason why we're using it here is for the eventual data visualization. Sklearn package is for modeling the machine learning algorithms. Train test split method to split the dataset into the train and test dataset. Logistic Regression method is used for modeling the logistic regression classifier. Metrics method can be used for calculating the accuracy of the trained classifiers.

![Figure 6.5: Features plotted of insurance dataset (Product type VS Annual Premium)](image)

VII. Conclusion And Future Work

Through all the papers referred during literature survey, Clustering techniques and Support Vector Machine Techniques were chosen for project. Kmeans Clustering method under unsupervised techniques is chosen for partitioning datasets. In supervised learning techniques, Support vector machines, is one of best classification tool that can be used for distinguishing datasets.

Kmeans Clustering algorithm is designed. Classifiers are built. Hence combining the advantages of both learning techniques, Supervised and unsupervised a hybrid model is designed. Dataset is built using policy holder records and attributes are chosen. Text to data conversion is done by studying SPSS tool.

Numeric dataset is prepared, so that it can be used for Kmeans clustering. Kmeans clustering algorithm is designed. Clusters are created for dataset. Also the same numeric dataset is applied for the support vector machines classification. Different features of the dataset are plotted against one another so as to get comparison and visualization of the data. These features give the exact picture of all numeric data and their target class. The classifier can be plotted on training dataset and thus later can be predicted for testing dataset.

Future work can be exploring the other methods in supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. Later the comparison can be done on different methods so as to get efficient methodology in wide range of techniques. Also instead of two methods, three methods could be used for future work.
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